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■■■■■■■ SOLVED - Q’s 10 Days - Podesta Arrested 11.3 - Podesta arrest

confirmed 11.4. ■■■■■■■

10 days of darkness is what we haven’t witnessed overtly

Q2305

“In the end, you will be 'shocked' to learn what you've 'essentially' witnessed”

Beginning with this from @TeamTrump

The 3:26pm timestamp is converted four times to connect to Q posts

The first is Q326

Fireworks are always announced, especially in Nashville ■

Second is Q1526

Damn right we are President Trump!

No sir, Thank You!

Third is Q2726

Be alert 10 days

lol. See something say something!

I am right now boss.

Fourth Q3926 
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No doubt! Found it!

Next was proving 11.3 “the arrest announcement of Mr Podesta”

In one of my hundreds of Podesta 24hr google searches, I finally saw an anomaly.

You almost never see a tweet in a google search result. Especially when using the past 24hrs exception.

The link was to a gematria decode by @Khaleesi_888 of a @usairforce tweet .

It’s not a coincidence her beautiful and precise decode was on the google results

The US AIR FORCE tweet is quite telling.

Military is the only way

Mission in Saudi Arabia

US AIR FORCE Timestamp 2:38pm to Q238

Ok Q, I found it next tweet

Q238 •”Sidley Austin” google search result -

Here is a Wikileaks Podesta email from Emily Cuomo Cole (Gov Cuomo’s niece) confirming the Air Force tweet was about

Podesta

https://t.co/NjYvVZOfSh

Next up, Q1438 is the most important from a confirmation standpoint because 2:28pm in military time is 1438 and Q1438

has context about the Air Force.

Q2638 doesn’t give me much to work with at the moment but I’ll put it up for further considerations and assistance from you

all.

Last is 3838. It’s a synopsis of reality prior to President Trump

Now we are moving on to proving Q “Actionable 11.4” Mr Podesta

On 12/21 John Podesta’s account was changed to disallow people he didn’t follow from commenting.

Then this tweet
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7:00pm cover 4 Qposts

Q700

Not yet a confirmation of Podesta but an interesting message

Q1900 should be the most relevant because 7:00pm in military time is 1900

And sure enough. We have confirmation this tweet is on target for John Pedo Podesta

Q3100. We went from a confirmation to a 100% certainty with this Q post

Finally Q4300 links to this article

https://t.co/xTPnyIjt4H

Recap - 12/19 was the first day of 10 days of darkness

12/20 was 11.3 Podesta

12/21 was 11.4 Podesta

You all jump in with some Q’s that link up to this thread.

Follow Huma?

11.11?

Comments? Questions?
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